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General information about student exchange
So, when they talk about student exchange, they imply an agreement between universities and
countries, respectively, about mutually beneficial exchange of students.
To date, the participant of this program can not only be students of higher educational institutions,
but also students of schools (for approximate studies and special services).
If you look into history, it can be found that this program has been valid for more than 40 years, and
a mutually beneficial exchange of students took place during the period of strict USSR.
If earlier such agreements acted mainly in large cities and megalopolis, today any provincial
university of the fourth level of accreditation can afford to take direct participation in this international
program.
For a university, it is prestigious, but for students - and at all the impracticable dream and a fairy
tale, which has become a reality.
Unfortunately, not only Europe, but also new opportunities, ambitious prospects for the future, are
lucky, unfortunately.
This is a real chance to get a sought-after specialty, and then successfully employed in one of the
many international organizations.

So you need to take advantage of luck and show yourself from the best side!
It is difficult to find a student who refused such a tempting offer to study abroad, but not everything is
so simple, and this exchange system has a number of pitfalls with which it also does not prevent
pre-familiarize themselves.
Student exchange: where to start?
The meaning of this program is as follows: a student, having passed hard selection and collecting
the necessary list of documents, leaves abroad to one of the international universities, where it can
be trained for one or two semesters as an intern.
It is very important that in his own university he does not lose places, and after returning to his
homeland, without interrupting studies, may further move towards his cherished goal the status of a
"young specialist".

If ten years ago, the competition for study abroad was unreal, today the diversity of international
programs provides the opportunity to practice abroad to every third student and student.
In addition to study, the student can work in another country, and this fact is also negotiated by the
framework of the international treaty.
Accordingly, to realize your dream, it is necessary to diligently study and constantly be in touch with
the dean, making it clear that the future of the student exchange is in plans for the future.
It is necessary to approach this issue very responsibly, since such a grand incentive is worthy of not
all students of higher educational institutions.
So the first thing you need to go wrong, then report it to your curator or dean, well, and after about
learning, actively participate in the public life of the university and, of course, tighten knowledge

